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RBsuMB. - Nous donnons une formule pour la fonction de Green pour certains operateurs sous elliptiques dont 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we construct an explicit fundamental solution (Green’s function) for a class 
of subelliptic operators that occur in analysis on weakly pseudo-convex hypersurfaces. 
Similar operators occur in the quantum mechanics of anharmonic oscillators and 
electromagnetic fields. 
Qualitative results for such operators, e.g. hypoellipticity and mapping properties in 
function spaces, have been known for some time [13], [15], [16], but exact formulas are 
known in only a few cases [ll], [2]. Exact formulas are of interest for a number of 
reasons. As in the case of the Laplace-Beltrami operator, they are closely related to an 
underlying geometry. Moreover they lead to equations of hypergeometric type in several 
variables. These equations are not amont the most obvious generalizations of the classical 
hypergeometric equation, but they are natural and have explicit non-trivial solutions. We 
discuss these points in more detail after stating the principal result. 
The operator considered here act on functions in R2nS1 = W2” x R = {(x, t)} have 
the form 
(1.1) A, = A,,, 
= ; g [ ($J2 + (&Y2 +41C142k-2 (X,+j & - xGj &) $1 
+ 2 k2)2)4”-2 g 
( > 
+2iXI;(n+k-1)1~)2”-2~; 
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where Ic is some fixed positive integer and X is a complex parameter. They are connected 
with the real submanifold: 
In fact set zj = zj + %~~~+j, 1 5 j I: 7~, t = Re .z,+~, The vector fields 
are the restrictions to M of holomorphic vector fields which are tangent to M and 
{G, “‘, z,, 21, . . . . z,} is a frame for the CR structure on the complexified tangent 
bundle C @ T (Ad); see [7]. The basic holomorphic functions (or CR functions) on M are 
the restriction of the ambient coordinates to M, zlr . . . : x,, Izj2’ - it, (the last one being 
-i.z,+i) and one sees readily that gj kills these functions. Note that 
(1.4) A, = C (Zj Zj + Zj Zj + X [Zj; Zj]) 
.j=l 
= (1 + A) 2 iZj Zj + (1 - X) 2 Zj Zj. 
,j=l j=l 
Let (z, t), (w, s) denote arbitrary points of the manifold M, identified to C” x Iw. The 
expression for the Green’s function of A, involves five auxiliary functions of the 4 n + 2 
variables z, Z, t, w, ti, s. These functions are 
A+ = A (x, t; w, s) = 5 [IzI”” + 1~1~~ - i (t - s)], A- = ii; 
(1.5) p+ = p (2, t; w, s) = s, p- = p; 
p = p(z, t; w, s) = IWI;“” 
These functions are well defined as long as )z/ + /w I + It - s] # 0; we take p = p = 0 
when w = 0 or z = 0. Note that 
(1.6) IPI F 1; p = 1 if andonlyif (z, t) = (‘~1, s); 
moreover p = Ip12” if 71 = 1. 
1.7. THEOREM. - For (Re X( < 1 the function 
(1.8) 
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is a Green’s function for A,, i.e. 
(1.9) A, Kx (z, t; w, s) = S (x - w) 6 (t - s). 
Here the constant is 
(1.10) 
and Fx is an integral transform of an algebraic function of the variables (1 S): 
/ 
1 
(1.11) FA = 
(0 
~U+(l--)~~G,,k(~l’k:p+, (I-a)+-, c~(l--(~)p) P(;rO). 
The parameters CQ in (1.8) and (1.11) are 
(1.12) (ll+= (iLf:l) (A$); Q-= (,ifi-1) (T): 
while the function G,,k is the algebraic function 
(1.13) Gn,k (P+, P-: P> = P-w-2) 
[(P+(G=G) - P+ - P-Y ’ 
where 
(1.14) 
I 
‘p+(t) = (!#“+ (q)“y 
p-(c)=; [(~)‘:“~ (Jg”“]. 
The Green’s function Kx is real-analytic as a function of (z, 2, t; w! W, s) and is 
holomorphic in A. It has a meromorphic extension in X which continues to be a Green’s 
function for A, except at the poles 
(1.15) x; = f 
( 
1+ 71. +k”- I ) 
> 
v = 0, 1> 2, . . . 
As we noted earlier, qualitative results for A, and similar operators have long been 
known, at least when X is purely imaginary. The explicit formula makes possible a complete 
determination of the singularities (1.1.5), which are otherwise inaccessible. However the 
reasons for our interest in such formulae go considerably further. 
As examples, consider first the Euclidean Laplacian in R”. The Green’s function is a 
function of the Euclidean distance. The simplest non-elliptic example is the usual subelliptic 
Laplacian on the Heisenberg group, where the Koranyi distance 1 z-w I4 + 1 (t-s - 2 Im 2.~0)~ 
plays the same role. In both cases the exact formula, though not necessary for qualitative 
conclusion, contains an important geometric invariant. In both cases, also, the simplicity 
of the formula is intimately tied to the associated transitive group structure. The lack of 
a transitive group structure associated in this way to operators like A, means that the 
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analysis is more complicated, but it also means that additional features and structures of 
interest may - and do - occur. 
Some of these features can be discussed most readily by examining questions that are 
raised by the formula for Kx. What is the significance of the functions A, p, and p? What 
is the significance of the factorization (1.8) of KX as the product of a function of A and 
A and a function ?‘A of p, jj, and p? What is the significance of the integral transform 
(1.11) that converts G,,, k. to PA’? 
The operator A, is invariant with respect of the natural action of the group U(n) x R’ 
acting on A4 by (9: U) (2, t) = (CJZ, t - (I,), so one looks for a Green’s function that is 
invariant under the associated action on the product manifold M x M, 
The group has dimension rb2 + 1 and the stabilizer of a generic point in M x M is trivial if 
r~ = 1 and isomorphic to U (n - 2) if n > 1, so the orbits have dimension 2 if n = 1 and 
dimension n2 + 1 - (rt,- 2)’ = 4 n - 3 if vl > 1. Thus it takes 2.3 - 2 = 4 real functions, 
or two complex functions, to parametrize the orbits if n = 1 and 2 (2 n f 1) - (4 n - 3) = 5 
real functions, or two complex functions and one real function, to parametrize the orbits 
if n > 1. The functions A, p, 0 provide such a parametrization if n > 1, while A and 
p suffice if n = 1. Therefore a fundamental solution for Ax that is invariant under the 
group action has, in principle, a kernel that is a function of these variables. However there 
is nothing in this argument that distinguishes these particular variables, or that suggests 
that when the Green’s function is expressed in these variables it will have a form that is 
as simple as the form given in Theorem 1.7. 
The specific functions A and p occur in [ 111, where formula for Kx were obtained 
for the case n = 1, Ic = 2 by a brute force calculation, but their significance was not 
clear. Later the authors developed an approach to subelliptic problems through complex 
Hamiltonian mechanics [l]. In [2] we showed that the functions A and p occur naturally in 
the complex Hamiltonian approach in the case n = 1, ?C arbitrary, and were able to obtain 
explicit formulas for this case; the principal symbol of A, occurs as the Hamiltonian. As 
in [I] this allows one to give a geometric interpretation of the Green’s function that is 
completely analogous to the geometric interpretation of the Hadamard parametrix for the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator. We return to this point below. (The normalization of A in [2] 
omits the factor l/2 in (1.5) above; including that factor suppresses many powers of 2 
that would otherwise occur.) The specific geometric significance of the additional function 
p that occurs for n > 1 is less clear, at least in the Hamiltonian context; in terms of 
the geometry of C” the function II = @ip-‘/” is the cosine of the angle between the 
one-dimensional complex subspaces determined by z and by ‘UJ. 
For imaginary X the hypoellipticity of Ax is a consequence of Hormander’s criterion 
[13]: brackets of the vector fields Xl of (1.3) span the tangent space to the manifold M at 
each point. Generic points (z! t), z # 0 are step nyo points: it is necessary and sufficient 
to take brackets of two of the Xl to obtain the missing direction a/at. The points of the 
manifold z = 0 are step 2 /C points: one must go to brackets of 2 k of the Xl to obtain 
the missing direction. Each “step” is a step away from ellipticity and thus in the direction 
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of a stronger singularity of the Green’s function. The factorization (1.8) reflects this: the 
first part @A = A,“+ A? accounts precisely for the stronger singularity on the diagonal, 
at z = ‘w = 0. The quotient K~/@A = c,,, k FX must then be regular at z = ‘w = 0 
but singular otherwise on the diagonal. The variables p, p, play the role of un(formizing 
variables here; they collapse the diagonal of the step-two manifold 
(1.16) (M\W w x (M\W> t))) 
to the point p = ?, = 1 and thus provide a uniform account of the singularity at the step two 
points. Similarly the whole Green’s function provides a uniform description of the relation 
of the milder and stronger singularities of il,,, whence the title. (This is reminiscent of the 
Airy integral in optics, which gives a uniform treatment of the high frequency behavior of 
radiation in a diffraction problem in the lit and shadow regions.) 
As a function of the variables p, p, p, Fx satisfies an equation of hypergeometric type - 
second order with polynomial coefficients, singular on a submanifold. It is not one of the 
standard generalized hypergeometric equations, but the fact that it occurs naturally in this 
problem suggests that there is a rich class of such equations that remain to be understood. 
The transform (1 .l 1) is a generalization to three variables of an Euler transform. Such 
transforms intertwine differential operators of hypergeometric type and can permit simple 
explicit solutions to be found. 
The preceding discussion indicates the general plan of attack on the problem: 
(i) factor out the main singularity ‘PA on the higher step submanifold, 
(ii) introduce the uniformizing variables at generic points, and 
(iii) write QilKx as an Euler transform of the solution of a simpler equation. 
The plan of the paper departs somewhat from this order, however. In 3 2 we define 
and discuss the Euler transform. In 9 3 we derive the formula (1.8) up to determination 
of the constant c,. k. The first step is to solve the problem at the origin: (qu, s) = (0, 0). 
We use this solution to determine the most singular part @px. The equation for the other 
factor FJ, is solved for the case n = 1, in a form involving an Euler transform, and 
this result is then used to obtain the result for general n. The integrand G,, k satisfies 
an equation of hypergeometric type in three variables. To solve the equation we make 
a certain simplifying assumption about the form of G,, k. (There are at least two other 
approaches to determining G,, k: see the remarks at the end of § 3.) 
We study the analytic properties of the integrand G 71, k: and its transform, the numerator 
FA, in Q 4. These functions are real-analytic in z, t, TU, s in M x M\diag. We show also 
that there is a meromorphic continuation in X that is holomorphic except for simple poles 
at the points (1.15). In 8 5 we determine the constant c,, , k and prove Theorem 1.7. 
The residues at the poles (1.15) are considered in 0 6 and in particular we give a 
derivation of the Cauchy-Szego projection, associated to X = -1. Regularity properties 
are discussed in 9 7. 
The hypergeometric equation (3.11) for Fx is derived in the Appendix. At the end of 
the Appendix we list the variables used in this article. 
To conclude this section we compare the formula above with results in [2], where we 
derived several equivalent forms for FA when n. = 1. The form above is not one of them, 
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and the proof that it is indeed equivalent to these forms when n = 1 is a good introduction 
to some of the calculations that are needed later in this paper. 
Note that when 71, = 1, 
(1.17) 1TX N* = __ 
2 ’ 
fY+ +ru- = 1: (p+&)Ic = p. 
We use (7.3) and (7.5) of [2] to write the function FA of [2] as Fz + F; where: 
1 .l .l 
(l.‘@ Fxf = I- (a!+) r (m-) II 
(s+ (1 - s-)) cy+-1 (s- (1 - s+)y--I ds+ rts- 
. l) , o (1 - sy p+) (1 - s+ s - p) ’ 
1 .l .l 
F,- = r (a+) r (IL) .o , 1) II 
(s+ (1 - <s-))C~~-l (.s- (1 - s+)) <,+-l p p- ds+ ds- 
(1 - sy y-) (1 - s+ s - 0) 
We expand the integrands as power series in p* and p and integrate to obtain the series 
representations 
(1.19) 
Now 
(1.20) 
IF (o+ + rn, + i) r ((2~ + 711) 
r(l+m+$)r(l+~~) 
r(l+2rn+;) 
J’ 
1 drr 
= r(l+m+#(l+m) lj 
*m++rn+.j/k (1 _ a)or-+7r3 
n(1 -C$ 
r(a-f+ya++m+$) 
r(1 +m+ $)r(i +ns) 
l?(1+2mn,+ $) 
I 
1 
=r(i+n2.+$(1+7~~,) .n 
(7 a-+m (1 _ (?y++m+3/f (T ,a: cT). 
Therefore Fx is an Euler transform (see (2.25)) of G+ + G- as a function of the variables 
p:> P’“_> p: 
31) 
c .j=o 
cc 
c 
., = 1 
3: 
c 
c r71=0 
r(l+2nl+;) 
r(l+Tn+ i)r(l+nb) 
pc p7i’ . 
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We use the duplication formula for the Gamma function in the form 
(1.22) r(l+zm+i) = 47’~r(l+~)r(~+,+~)r(l+m+~) r(++&)r(l+&) 
and to conclude that 
(1.23) 
Here F (a, b; c; z) denotes the standard hypergeometric function; according to [5], p. 101 (6) 
(1.24) a;a+;;2n;4p 
2a-1 
= 
. 
Then (1.23), (1.24), and the identity p+ p- = plik, valid for n = 1, imply that 
(I .25) 
2 l/k 
G+ + G- = &j 1+ T2 ;,i : &+ + &)> 
where r = r+ and we take 
Then p Uk = l/r+ r-, so (1.25) can be written as: 
(1.26) 
1 - r+/ r- 
G++G- = q& l$r+,r- -r+(p++p-) 
l/r+ - l/T- 
= $-G [l/r+ + l/T- - (p+ + p-)] 
(P-u--G) = 
(P+w=G> - b+ + P-Y 
Consequently FA of [2] has the equivalent form 
.I’ 
1 
(1.27) FA (P+, P-> P> = oa+ (1 - g)“- 
0 
p-( l-4fJ(l-a)p) da 
cp+( l-4fl(l-a)/+&“p+-(l-a)ll”p- a(l-n)’ 
which agrees with (1 .l 1) when n = 1. 
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2. The Euler transform 
We define the one-dimensional Euler transform by: 
(2.1) 
1 
.I’ 
1 
E%bf(X) = B((& b) o 
Rea>O, Reb>O, 
where B (a, b) is the Beta function. The function f is assumed to be defined and continuous 
on some interval that contains the origin. We set D, = zd/dx. The Euler transform can 
be interpreted as an operator-valued Beta function: 
(2.2) 
1 -.---B((a+D,, b) = -L l 
Eavb = B (a, b) B (~7 b) 
(1 - u)b @tD.c da. 
2.3. LEMMA. - The one-dimensional Euler transform (2.1) is characterized by the identities 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) x(D,+a)E,,b=E,,b[x(D,+a+b)]. 
proof. - (2.4) and (2.5) are obvious. To obtain (2.6) we use the identity 
0=x s o1 ${n”(~~)~f(ux)}du 
J 
1 
==x ~=-l(l-~)b-l{[~(l-o)-b~]f(az)+cr(l-o)xf’(~s)}da 
0 
s 
1 
= dyl -cp{[iTxyf’(o.2)+axf(ax)] 
0 
- [a2x2f’(ox)+(a+b)axf(ax)]}da 
=x(D,+a)E,,bf(2)--E,,b[x(D~++++)fl(x). 
Conversely the identity (2.5) implies that powers of x are eigenfunctions of E,J. Then 
(2.4), (2.6) can be used to deduce recursively that 
(2.7) 
Ea bx = w++3~+~)xn~ 
, n r (a) I? (u -I- b + rl,) 
By density, this identifies E,, t, with the transform (2.1). 0 
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As a simple application, which was probably known to Euler, we shall solve the 
hypergeometric differential equation: 
(2.8) 
d* S 
L f = 2 (1 - x)= + [c - (u + b + 1) z] $ - abf = 0. 
It is convenient to use the following form of XL: 
(2.9) zL=D,(D,+C-l)-z(D,+a)(D,+b). 
We write (2.6) in the form 
z (Oz + a> E,, c--a = E,, c--a [x (Dz + c)] 
and compose it with (2.9): 
zLE,,,-,=E,,,-,[(D,+c-l)D,-z(D,+c)(D,+b)] 
= -%,.-a (D, + c - 1) (0.z - z (D, + b)). 
Clearly 
(2.10) Pz - x (D, + b)] (1 - x)-* = 0, 
so 1 s 1 (2.11) E,,,-, (1 - x)-” = B(a, c- 4 0 aa-’ (1 - g)c-a-l (1 - a~)-‘da 
satisfies (2.8). Note that (2.11) is the usual integral representation of the hypergeometric 
function F (a, b; c; x) when Re c > Rea > 0. 
Next we define a two-dimensional Euler transform: 
1 
s 
1 
(2.12) E&f(2, 9) = B(a, b) o (Ta (1 - @ f (oz., (1 - 0) Y) 
da 
a(1 -g)’ 
2.13. PROPOSITION. - The two-dimensional Euler transform (2.12) is characterized by the 
identities (2.4) and 
(2.14) D,&,b = Ea,b Dz, 
(2.15) ~(Dz+a)E~=&c&(D,+D~+a+b)], 
5, (D, + b) Ea, b = En, b [y (Dz + D, + a + b)]. 
Proof. - Again (2.4) and (2.14) are obvious. The proof of each of the identities in 
(2.15) is almost identical to the proof of (2.6). Conversely, (2.14) implies that monomials 
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are eigenfunctions of E,, h, and the eigenvalues can again be determined recursively from 
(2.4) and (2.15). 0 
2.16. COROLLARY. - For any a, h with Re a > 0, R,e b > 0, 
(2.17) 
1 
( > 
a+b 1 
a,b = -. .x + y 
Ealb(l:T-J 
xa y”’ 
1 u+b 
(2.18) 
.’ . = (1 - x),1,1 - y)b’ 
Proof. - The identities (2.15) imply that the left side of (2.17) is annihilated by both 
D, -I- a and D, + b and thus is a multiple of the right side of (2.17). The constant 
may be determined by setting x = y = 1. In the case of (2.18) we combine (2.14) and 
(2.15) to obtain 
(2.19) [Dz -x(&-ka)]&,b = E,.b[Ds-x(D,+Dyfa+h)]. 
The operator on the right annihilates (1 - n: - YY)-~-~, so the left side of (2.18) has the 
form g (y) (1 - CC-“. A similar argument identifies g (y) up to a constant, which can be 
determined by setting x = y = 0. Cl 
The case a = 1, b = 1 of the identity (2.17) was used by Feynman to regularize bubble 
diagrams in quantum electrodynamics. We apply the identity (2.18) to the fundamental 
solution of (1 .l) when k = 1, i.e. to the step two Heisenberg operator. (Note that 
the customary coefficient X of d/at is replaced by -n X here. This is an unnecessary 
complication in the step two case, but in the higher step case it leads to a more invariant 
definition). It is well known (see [I], [S]) that when Ic = 1 the fundamental solution of 
(1.1) is given by: 
(2.20) Kx = c,, [ (z - 701~ - 1, (t - s + 2 Im z . ~fi)]-~ ++ 
.[(z-w12 +i(l.-~~+21m~.lc)]-n~: 
if JReXJ < 1, where 
(2.21) 
We shall rewrite (2.20) in the form (1.8) and note that, in view of Proposition 2.13, we 
can write Fx as an Euler transform. Indeed, using the notation (1 S), we have 
(2.22) KA = 2 (A+ - z. W) -TZ (y> (A- - 2. & 9) 
c, ,pq,-+$q 1 1 ZZ- 
2” 
- 
(1 -P+> 4y> (1 -p-)” Fp) 
C7l =I--- 
2” 
/,@$)/+)E - 
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This agrees with (1.8) when k = 1. 
When k > 1 but n = 1, FA can again be expressed as a 2-dimensional Euler transform. 
Indeed, setting U+ = pt, we have p = U+ u- and (1.27) yields 
(2.23) 
with 
(2.24) G= 
p-(J/l - 4u+ u-) 
cp+(Jl - 47L+ IL) - u:/” l/k ’ - IL- 
When n > 1, p # u+ u-, p is an independent third variable. 
To express FA as an Euler transform when k > 1 and n > 1, we introduce a 3- 
dimensional Euler transform (we continue to be parsimonious with notation, but here it is 
convenient to drop the normalizing constant): 
'%,bf(~, y, 2) = .I' CP (1 - cq” f (CZ, (1 - g) ?/, C7 (1 - C) 2) 
da 
(2.25) 
0 0 (1 - Cr) . 
With this definition FA of (1.11) becomes an Euler transform, as a function of the variables 
II,+, IL-, p: 
(2.26) 
with 
FA (u,+, u-7 P) = (-%+,<x- &,I,) (u+, u-, P), 
(2.27) Gn,k b+, u-, P) = 
cp-w=G) 
[p+(dT=q) - IL:/” - u’/“]n. 
2.28. PROPOSITION. - The three-dimensional Euler transform (2.25) has the intertwining 
properties 
(2.29) D, Ea,b = &,bDz, Q,Ea,b = Ea,bD,> D, E,,t, = Ea,b D,; 
(2.30) zc y= z-= E,.b = Ea,b 5’ yc Z-“; 
(2.3 1) dDz+D,+a)Ea,b= Ea> b b (2 D, + D, + D, + a, + b)], 
Y(Dz+D,+b)E,,b= E% b b (2 Dz + D, + D, + a + b)]; 
(2.32) xc Y” zl-’ (Dz + D, + u) (Dz + D, + b) E,, b 
= E,, b [xc yc zl-’ (2 D, +D~+Dv+a+b+1)(2D,+D,+D,+~+b)]. 
Proof. - The commutation properties (2.29), (2.30) are immediate. The proof of the 
identities (2.31) follows the line of the proof of (2.6): for the first of the two we have: 
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(2.33) 0 = x ux, (1 - a) Y, (T (1 - cr) z)] da 
J 
1 
=X a”-l(l -C7)“-‘{[a(1 -Cr) -t,a]f(Cr:c, (1-G) y, a(l-a)z) 
0 
+fl(l-a)[xfz( ux, (1 - 0) y, 0 (1 - CJ) 2) 
- y/&x, (1 -a) Y, a(1 - +z)] 
+a(1-a)(l-2a)zf*( ux, (1 -a) y, cr(1 - c+z)}dcr 
J 
1 
=X d-l (1 - u)~-’ [I&f + D, f + af] (ux, (1 - u) y, u (1 - o)z)dn 
0 
I 
1 
- (+-I (1 - (+-l 
. 0 
.~:a[2D,f+D~~++L)yf+(a+b)f](az, (1-a) y, r(l--(J)z)do. 
To verify (2.32) we observe that (2.30) allows us to reduce (2.32) to the case c = 1. We 
use in succession the two identities (2.31): 
If will be convenient later to note the two-dimensional version of the intertwining 
identity (2.32): 
(2.35) XY (a + 4 p, + b) E,, b = Ea,b[~Y/~,+~y+u+b+l)(~,+~,+u+b)]. 
3. Derivation of the formula KA 
At the origin we may use symmetry and homogeneity properties to reduce the problem 
to solving an ordinary differential equation. Indeed the operator AJ, is homogeneous of 
degree -2 with respect to the anisotropic dilations (z, t) -+ (a z, u2’ t), while the S 
distribution is homogeneous of degree -2 n - 2 k, so there should be a fundamental 
solution that is homogeneous of degree 2 - 2 n - 2 Ic. Therefore at the origin we shall 
look for a fundamental solution in the form: 
(3.1) Kx (z, t; 0, 0) = t-p y+l”“/t), p= 
nflc-1 
Ic . 
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(3.2) 
and thus to 
1 d2 
( > 
2n-1 d 2k2 
?iat + 
---%f7 2,; 2+iAp;]. 
K > 
Set r2”/t = y. After some further computation one finds that 
(3.3) 
tP A, [t-O p (r2”/t)] 
2lPy 
= ~[y(l+y~)Lp”+(B+2Y~+2,,~-~,~,,,‘+(,2,+~y-~P”X)io] 
21c2y 
= --p- [Y 4’ + Pd4, 
where 
(3.4) + (Y) = (1+ Y2) cp' (Y) + P (Y - i A) cp (Y>. 
If Kx in the form (3.1) is annihilated by the operator (3.2), it follows from (3.3) that $ 
has the form Cy-p. We want cp to be regular at the origin, so $ must vanish. According 
to (3.4), cp must therefore be a constant multiple of 
(3.5) cp (y) = (y - iy+ (y + i)-"-) 
1FX (n+k-l)(lF:) cY*=p--= 
2 2k . 
We note that CY+ + a- = ,8. We have just argued that we can expect Kx (z, t; w, s) at 
w = 0, s = 0 be a multiple of 
(3.6) t-0 'p (/z12"/t) = (l.z12" - d-a+ (lz12" + it>--. 
The operator A, is translation invariant in the variable t, so its fundamental solution should 
be a function of t - s. With this and the expected symmetry in the z and w variables 
in mind, we introduce the function: 
(3.7) 
@A(& t; w, s) = 2qIZ12k + (W12k - i (t - s)]-"' [ (.gk + IW12k + i (t - s)]-"- 
= Ai"+ A--"- - . 
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We expect the fundamental solution to have the form 
(3.8) Kx = c’,,,~ @‘x F,,. 
where FA is regular at z = PU = 0, t = s, but otherwise is singular on the diagonal 
(z, t) = (w: s). 
The next step is to find the equation for FA. Away from the singularities, of course, 
we want A, (@A Fx) = 0. It will be convenient to write FA first as a function of the 
variables IL+, u-, and p where 
(3.9) u+ = pt - (y 7L- & _ (wyJk. 
3.10. PROPOSITION. - For F u function qf u+, ‘u- and p, we obtain: 
(3.11) 
a;’ &A (@a, F) 
= 2 k212(2”-2 (W(2k 
IAl 
. [(w--l - u+ L) Fu+ u- + (1 - p) u+ Fpu+ -t- (1 - P) ‘u- Fp- 
+ p (1 - p) Fpp - a- u+ F,,,, - a+ TLL F,_ - {p - ,3 (1 - p) Fp - o+ oi- F]. 
where ‘u is the nonnegative function 
(3.12) 21 = (u+ U-/py = p +p - /pllk = (2 . 7q2/Iz12 [WI2 . 
The identity (3.11) is verified by a straightforward but tedious calculation; see the 
Appendix for details. 
The relevant equation for F,J is implicit in (3.11). We rewrite it slightly by using the 
homogeneous derivatives 
(3.13) 
i, 
D,, = u+ __ 
du+ ’ 
D,_ = u- &; 
U 
D,=po. 
a/, 
We multiply the expression in square brackets in (3.11) by vl-lc 1~+ u- = p v and use the 
operators (3.13) to write the equation for F,A as: 
(3.14) Put Du- + 71 D, (D, + D,,l+ + D,,- + /I - I) 
- 7) P (4 + Du, + a+) (D,, + D,,_ + tr-)] FA = o. 
Using the Euler transform (2.25) we can replace (3.14) by an equation which contains 
only the product and the sum of D,, and D,_. The following is a simple consequence 
of Proposition 2.28. 
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3.15. COROLLARY. - The function 
s 
1 
(3.16) F (u+, u-, p) = CT=+ (1 - CT)“- G (cm+, 
0 
satisfies equation (3.14) provided that G satisfies the equation 
(3.17) D,, D,- G + vD, (D, + D,, + D,m + /!? - 1) G 
- vp(2D,+D,,++Du-+p)(2D,+D,++D,,_+p+l)G=O 
Recall that /3 = (71 + k - 1)/k. We look for a solution of (3.17) that is a function of 
the variables p and y = p+ + p- only. Acting on such functions the operator that occurs 
in (3.17) is vT,,k, where 
Note that the intertwining relation 
implies the intertwining relation 
(3.19) 
Therefore we may obtain solutions of (3.17) for general n from solutions for n = 1, in 
which case /5’ = 1. 
It is convenient now to change variables once again and set: 
(3.20) v+ = p+ p-li2k, v- = p- p-y p. 
Note that v+ v- = v; then 
D : 
u+ -+ -Du+, D u- l DV-, 4 -k DlJ -+ DP - & (Dv, + R-). 
In particular 2 D, + D,, + D,- becomes simply 2 D,. Therefore the operator in (3.17) 
(with /‘!I = 1) is 
(3.21) 1 lc2 [ 
&+ D,- - 1 ‘u v-(Dv+ + Dv-) (6, + Due ) 4 + 1 
+v+v-[D,D,-p(2i&+1)(2Dp+2)]. 
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Again we assume that G is a function of p and p+ + p- only; equivalently it is a function 
of p and w+ + ‘u- = < only. The operator (3.21) is II+ II- times the operator 
(3.22) 
We expect a solution that is a power series in p”” and p+ + p- = c ,o~/~‘. Separating 
variables, we can accomplish this with 
(3.23) cm Pm (5) Qm (~1, 
m=O 
where 
(3.24) 
and also 
(3.25) 
d 2 
K > 
- 
x - a (Df - mq Pm = 0 
D;-p(2D,+1)(2Dp+2)-$ Qm=O. 1 
Equation (3.24) has a solution that is a manic polynomial of degree m, 
(3.26) amnL = 1, am,+1 = 0. 
The coefficients are determined from (3.24) by 
(3.27) (Y+2)(1:+l)a,,,,~+s=~(C”-,n2)a7.1. 
If we write Qm = ,o”/~” F,, then (3.25) is equivalent to saying that F, is annihilated 
by the hypergeometric operator 
(3.28) .,(D,++rlp(D,+$+;) (,,.$+I). 
see (2.9). To normalize Fm we set F,, (0) = 1, so 
(3.29) Q,,, (p) = P”‘~” F, (p) = P”‘~” F 4p 
> 
. 
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Thus we look for a function G having the form: 
(3.30) G=g cm pm (0 Pm’2k Frn (PI 
TH=O 
~1, m-2j <7n-2J pm12" Fm (p) 
1IL=zO 05?j<[rn/2] 
=CC cm a,, rn-zj T2j pmf2" Fm (p) 
j=o m=zj 
m II c ce+2j ae+zj, e (P+ + P-)' Pj'k Fe+zj (P). 
e. j=O 
We normalize G = Gi, k by requiring that at p = 0, G = (1 - p+ - p-)-l. This means 
that c, = 1, all m. In view of (3.19), we take 
(3.3 1) 
n-1 
Gl,kr Y=P++P-. 
3.32. PROPOSITION. - The function G,; k has the form 
(3.33) Gn,k (P+, P-, P) = (P-(m) [P+w=m - P+ - P-P ? 
where 
(3.34) +([) = ; [(A$” - (A#“], 
‘p+(I) = (!g”+ (!$A)“‘. 
Proof. - In view of (3.31) it is enough to verify (3.33) when n = 1. As noted, we take 
C 71, = 1. Equations (3.27), with the normalization amm = 1, imply that 
a,,,,,-2j = (-l)j Mm- 1 -.+ m(m-l-j)! 
(m-2j)!j!(m-l)! =(-l)” (m-2j)!j! : 
or no0 = 1 and 
(3.35) ae+zj,e = (-1)’ 
(&aj)(e+.j-l)! 
e!j! 
for e + j 2 1. Therefore the sum (3.30) for G1,l, is 
03 
(3.36) ce + 2j) ce ’ j - I) ! @+ + p-)e g/k Fe+2j (p) 
e!j! 
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with the understanding that the term with li = j = 0 has coefficient I. According to (1.24), 
which we repeat here, the hypergeometric function Ej+z,; can be expressed in closed form: 
(3.37) F a.(~+;: 2a;4p 
> 
2n --- 1 
= 
> . 
Now 
(3.38) 
Let 
(3.39) 
then 
and therefore 
(3.40) 
O3 (e+2j)(e+3-1)! c !!j! 5J ye j, P=O 
= c O” (v+j)!r&yF+a. 2 (~+~-1)!,,,j-l!I( 
j. P=O 
l!j! ( ‘j=le=o !!(j-l)! 
1 + 1c 
= 1 - (x + y) 
dG > 
2/k 
( 
2 
1+Ji=-?fj ! Y=(P++P-1 l+Jm 
4p=(l+J1-4p)(l-2/1-4p) 
We substitute z from (3.40) and y from (3.39) into (3.38) and divide by dm to obtain 
Gr, ,+. When the numerator and denominator of the resulting expression are multiplied by 
( 1 + JF+ l’lc 2 > 
the result is (3.33). Cl 
3.41. Remarks. - If one assume that G has the form 
(3.42) G(G Y) = 
cp (2;) 
*(x)-y 
:c = pllk, Y = P+ +P-. 
with Cp (0) = q (0) = 1, it can be shown by a direct argument that the equation T,, ,+ G = 0 
forces the specific form (3.33), (3.34). This gives another approach to the problem - once 
one has fixed on the ansatz (3.42). 
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The Euler transform allowed us to separate variables once we assumed that G is a 
function only of p and p+ + p-. We can still separate variables without this assumption 
if we take as variables: 
(3.43) P+ = p- = 
The three-variable Euler transform (2.25) with respect to the variables u+, p reduces, up 
to a factor, to the two-variable Euler transform with respect to the variables p&, with 
‘u as a parameter. If we write the resulting equation for G in the variables p = p+ p-, 
9 = p+/p-, and ‘u and divide by V, the equations separates. After some manipulation 
using the generating function for Jacobi polynomials, one obtains once again the form 
(3.33), (3.34). 
4. Properties of G,, k and FA 
We consider first the functions cp+ and cp- of (3.34), with argument p. 
4.1. LEMMA. - Thefunctions cp+( ,/m) and cp- (I/-) are real-analyticfunctions 
of pll” in a neighborhood of the interval 0 5 p < l/4. 
Proof. - It follows from the Taylor expansions that the functions in (3.34) are holomorphic 
functions of E2 for ][] < 1, hence they can be expressed as convergent series in powers of 
p - $. This proves analyticity at p = $. When p N 0 we need only consider 
4llk pll” 
(1 - 6-m’” = (I+ ~i--+j)l/“’ 
which is plik times a convergent series in powers of p. 0 
When the variables p, p are interpreted as the functions in (1.5), they satisfy the 
restrictions 0 5 ]p12” 5 p 5 1. The denominator in (3.33) has positive real part if, in 
addition, p < 1. We need more precise information on its behavior as p --+ 1. 
4.2. LEMMA. - rf 0 2 o < 1 and (~1~” 5 p 5 1 then 
(4.3) Re[cp+(dl-4a(l-a) p)-al’kp-(l-a)l’kj?] 
> 5 [CT”’ + (1 - a)““] (1 - Rep) + 0 (11 - ~1~); 
(4.4) Im[cp+(~1-4a(l-~)p)-a”kp-(1-a)1’k~] 
= - [&k + (1 - a)l’“] Imp. 
Proof, - Note that when p = 1, Jl - 4a(l - U) p = ]I - 201; therefore 
(4.5) cp+ (Jl - 4a(l - c7) pjpzl = &k + (1- a)l’lc. 
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It follows that, up to terms that are 0 (( 1 - p)“) and therefore also are 0 (II - ;l)/‘), the 
left side of (4.3) is 
b 3P+ 1’k + (1 - c+~] (1 - Rep) - 3/, (1 - PI 
{Cl 
A calculation shows that 
(4.7) 
%+ = 1 (1-c) l/k cT - ,1/k (1 _ o) 
dP p=l ii (T-(1--(T) . 
We claim that for 0 < (T 5 1, 
(4.8) 0 < !TEi 
<k-l 
- kJ - dp p=l - 2k? 
1’k -i- (1 - a)l’“]. 
The function (4.7) is symmetric about CJ = l/2, so we can take cr = (1 + s)/2 and prove 
(4.8) for 0 5 s 5 1. After some rearrangement, the first inequality in (4.8) is equivalent to 
(1 + s)l--l’k. - (1 - s)l--l’k 2 O> o<.s< 1. 
Similarly, the second inequality in (4.8) is equivalent to 
(1 + s)l’k (Ic - s) - (1 - s)llk (k + s) > 0 0 5 s 5 1. 
This expression vanishes identically if k: = 1; when Ic > 1 it vanishes at s = 0 and 
its derivative is 
(lC+l)s 
k [(gk - (+J]. 
which is positive for 0 < s < 1. Having established (4.7) we use the estimate 
1 -p 5 1 - (pj’” < 2i%(l - lpi) < 2k(l -Rep) 
together with (4.6) and (4.8) to deduce (4.3). The identity (4.4) is immediate. cl 
Since (I E [O? l] implies 4 CT (1 - CJ) 5 1, the following is an immediate consequence 
of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
4.9. COROLLARY. - The function 
(4.10) G (P, P, P, 7) = Gn,, k (al/k p; (1 - a)l’Q: f7(1- CJ)p) 
is real-analytic for 0 < fs < 1, lp(‘” 5 /r < 1, p # 1, p # 0. It is also real-analytic 
as a function of (I’/~ at CT = 0, as a function of (1 - a)‘lk at (T = 1 and as a function 
oj- pW as p = 0. 
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We turn now to the numerator Fx of our proposed Green’s function. 
4.11. THEOREM. - Suppose that ]Re XI < 1. Let G be the function (4.10) and set 
(4.12) QI+ = Q+ (A) = cn + k - 1) (1 - X) ) 
(n + k - 1) (1+ A) 
2k 
a- = Q-(X) = 
2k ; 
then the function 
is real-analytic in p, p and p’i” for lp12” < p < 1, p # 1. Moreover FA has a meromorphic 
extension in X that has the same analytic@ properties in p and p except at the poles 
x; = f ( 1+ n +2;- 1 , > v = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
Each pole in (4.14) is simple and the residues have the form 
(4.15) 
- -1 
Res(Fx)lx$ = PIP”“, P, (1 -P> >, 
Res (Fx)lAz = pv(pl’“, P, (1 - P>-‘), 
where the P, are real polynomials. 
Proof. - If IRe XI < 1 then Re cz+ > 0 and Re a- > 0, so the integrand in (4.13) is a 
real-analytic function of p, jj, and $1”. Note that cp+ = cp- = 1 at p = 0, so 
(4.16) 
and therefore 
(4.17) 
’ FA[~=~=o = (TL)~ 1’ *a++j/k (1 _ a>~- 
do 
0 (T (1 - CT) 
where B is the Beta function; similarly 
(4.18) ’ F&,=p=o = (n)j B 
It follows that any meromorphic extension must have poles at the poles of the Beta 
functions in (4.17), (4.18), i.e. where -(II& - j/k is a nonnegative integer. These are 
precisely the points (4.14). 
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To obtain the extension beyond the strip [Re XI < 1 we write G in the integrand as a 
function of gl/’ and as a function of (1 - rr)l/“: 
(4.19) 
Go (p, p, p; r) = G(rp. (1 - rk)l”2), rk (1 - 7’)~); 
Go (p, 17, p, r) = G((1 - rk)‘lkp, r P> rk (1 - 7’)~). 
Given m E N, let P,,,, j = 0, 1 denote the corresponding Taylor polynomials in V-: 
(4.20) 
It follows from the form of G that the coefficients of PO. m are themselves polynomials in 
P 1/k, p and (1 - ~3-l. Moreover Go (p, p, p, T) = G1 (~3, p, p, T), so 
(4.2 1) po,m (P, u, P, r) = Pl,m (P, p, p, r), 
which will imply the symmetry in (4.15). Now 
(4.22) G (P, P, P, g) = Po,m (P, P, P, G”~)+ Ro,m (P, P, P, a)> 
Ro,m (y, p, ,o: CJ) = 0 (dk) as a -+ 0: 
where Ro, m has the same regularity properties as G itself. Combining (4.13) and (4.22) 
we see that the integral of the remainder term Ro, m extends to strip 
(4.23) 
2 m 
-1 < ReX < 1+ 
n + k - 1. 
The part of the integral (4.13) that corresponds to the Taylor polynomial terms in (4.22) 
involves extra powers of (T ilk. Thus the integral is a polynomial in pllk, p, and (1 - p)-’ 
whose coefficients are linear combinations of the Beta functions 
(4.24) B a+(X)+ f, Q- (A) v = 0, 1: . . ! m - 1: 
where 0~ (A) are as in (4.12) and X is in the strip (4.23). Thus the poles of this extension 
occur exactly at the first m of the positive points among (4.14) and the residues have 
the form (4.15); the highest power of (1 - p)-’ in the residue at AZ is n + v and 
has coefficient (n),. To extend to values of X with Re X 5 -1 we use PI,, and the 
corresponding remainder at 0 = 1 in place of (4.22). 
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5. The Green’s function 
In this section we prove the main result of the paper. 
5.1. THEOREM. - Let Fx, (n + k - 1) (+A - 1) $Z 2Z+ be the function (4.13) or its 
meromorphic extension. Then the function 
(5.2) 
i 
Kx = cn>k AaFAem, 
+ - 
r (4 n+lc-1 l?X 
cn,k = - a* = .- 
8kT”+l’ k 2 ' 
is a Green’s function for A,. 
The proof occupies the rest of the section. We want to show that 
A, Kx (z, t; w, s) = 6 (2 - w) 6 (t - s), 
whether considered as a distribution in (w, s) with (z, t) fixed or as a distribution in (2, t) 
with (w, s) fixed. The argument is essentially the same in both cases, and we shall assume 
that (w, s) is fixed. We begin with a sequence of reductions. 
First, it follows from the construction of Kx that A, Kx has support at (2; t) = (w, s), 
so we may work in a small neighborhood of (w, s). It is enough to prove the result when 
[Re XI < 1, since the conclusion for other values of X follows by analytic continuation. 
Therefore we may assume that FX is defined by the convergent integral (4.13). Also, we 
may assume by translation invariance that s = 0. It is enough to prove the result when 
w # 0, since the result at w = 0 follows by the continuity of the distribution valued 
function Kx (., . ; w, s). Because of homogeneity under the dilations 
(5.3) (z, t; w, 0) --t (w, P2k t; pw, O), P > 0, 
we may assume that 1 w 1 = 1. 
We regularize the kernel Kx by regularizing the numerator Fx. For 0 < E < 1 set: 
(5.4) 
C 
Fx,E(~rp,p)=F~((l-~)p,(l-~)p,~), 
GE (P, P; P, 0) = G ((1 - E)P, (1 - &)P, P, a), 
where G is the kernel in (4.10), defined by (1.13), (1.14). These are real-analytic functions 
of p, p, p in a neighborhood of the set where jp1’” 5 p 5 1, including the point p = p = 1, 
so they are real-analytic functions of (z, t), (z, t) E W2n+1, and they converge (e.g. in 
L&J to Fx and to G respectively as E + 0; see Remark 5.35; similarly, set 
(5.5) K X,E = cn> k 
F&E 
A;+ A”- ’ 
This function is real-analytic in (z, t); in particular it is real-analytic in a neighborhood 
of (w, 0). We want to show that 
(5.6) lime+0 
s 
AA Kx,E (z, t; v, 0) 
C”XR 
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for test functions f supported near (?[I, 0), where dm denotes Lebesgue measure in C”. 
We shall see that &I, KJ,, E converges to zero on complements of neighborhoods of (III. 0), 
so the point is to show that the integral of A, Kx,+ converges to I. 
According to Proposition 3. IO 
(5.7) AA Kx,E = 
where LX is the operator in (3.14) and U, = pk. Now we have assumed that Jw( = 1, so 
in the limit (z, t) --+ (w, 0) we have 
A* --f 1, 121 -+ 1, w --+ 1) u -+ 1. 
Therefore we may replace (5.7) by 
A,Kx,E~2~2~,,kLxFx,E= 
kl? (n) -- 
4 7rn+l 
LA FA,. 
and we need to prove 
(5.8) fim, pm0 s 4 7rn+l L~F,+dm(z)dt= -----. + -+ )z--w12+ltl<6 Wn> 
5.9. LEMMA. - As E + 0, we have 
(5.10) LA PA,. = l-2 E + 0 (Ed)] D,, Du- Fx, e, 
Proof. - Define partial dilations 
Tc.f(p+, P-, P) = f((1 -E)P+, (1 -E)P-, PI> O<e<l. 
The operator T, commutes with D,, , Due, D, and with multiplication by powers of p. 
For multiplication by p+ p-, 
T, P+ P- = (1 - 4’ P+ P- T,. 
Thus Lx = D,, Due + p+ p- L’ where L’ commutes with T, and 
(5.11) (1 - E)-” T, Lx = (1 - E)-” D,, Due T, + p+ p- L’T,. 
Now Fx, E = T, Fx and LX FX = 0, except on the diagonal, so 
(5.12) Lx FA,~ = Lx T, Fx - (1 - E) -2 T, Lx Fx 
= [l - (1 - E)-“1 Dv+ D,-T, Fx = [-a~ + 0 (E”)] D,, D,,- FA,~. Cl 
We compute D,, Due Fx,, by passing the differentiations onto the integrand G,. Since 
we are interested only in the limit (z, t) -+ (w, 0), for fixed E > 0 we evaluate the 
numerator at p = 1, p = 1. As in (4.5), 
(5.13) 
IT l/k _ ,1/k 
cp- (i/l - 4fl(l - a) P)lp=l = (l(1J a) _ ~ 
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Thus we have 
(5.14) 
D D G, x (n + 1) n (1 - cr)l/k - I# CJ1lk (1 - a)ilk 
“f u- Ii? . (1 - 0) - U . D (p, p, (T, ++a’ 
where 
(5.15) D(p,p, g, &) =‘p+(&-4Lr(l-a) /?)-crl’kp(l-&)-(l-~)l’kp(l-E) 
Now at p = 1, cp+ = uljk + (1 - g)‘/‘, so up to terms of order (1 - p)2 and E ] 1 - p] 
we may replace (5.15) by 
(5.16) D (P, P, c’, 4 = b ‘lb + (1 - G’)‘/~] (1 - Rep + E) 
++ -- 
&J 
(1 - p) - i [flllk - (1 - g)l/‘] Imp. 
p=l 
Set 
(5.17) <=2-w, s=t+2kIm~~ti+k(k-1)Im(~~u1)2. 
We will show that up to terms of order ]<I3 + ],s]~/~, 
(5.18) D (P, P, 0, 4 = a1 (4 (\<I2 + 24 + a2 WK. aI2 - 73 (4 s; 
where al is positive and aa is nonnegative on [0, 11, while ua (l/2) = 0 and b vanishes 
only at ~7 = l/2. Assuming this for the moment, we outline the remainder of the argument. 
We change scale in the integral and find that, for any fixed S > 0, 
(5.19) 
lim,,a / 1’ 
-2&c(C)da 
1~12+1~1<6 0 [al (u) ( \(I2 + 2 c) + a2 (u)I< . ti12 - ib (CT) s]“+~ dm (0 ds 
s J 1 - c(u) do ZZ cvLxw o [al (u)(I(l” + 1) +aa(~)][.W]~ - ib(a)~]“+~ dm(C)ds* 
Here c (g) comes from the numerator of (5.14) together with the remaining function of 
CJ in the integral (4.13). Thus 
(5.20) ,$) = cn + ‘jn . (l - @’ - u1’k . ,1/k (1 _ ,)1/k . ra+-l [I _ Oy--l 
k2 (1 - fJ) - fl 
Since b(c) vanishes only at 0 = l/2, the integrand in (5.19) is absolutely integrable on 
43” x R x {((T - $1 > 77). Integrating first with respect to s, one finds that the integral 
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vanishes. Thus we may replace the interval [O; l] by any smaller interval centered at 
CJ = l/2. In view of this, and the fact that 0,~ (l/2) = 0, it follows that (5.19) is equal to 
where c = c(l/2), CL = al (l/2), and b is the derivative of b (CF) at cr = l/2. We shall 
compute (5.21) after we establish (5.18) and evaluate the constants in (5.21). 
5.22. LEMMA. - As (z, t) + (w, 0) with /UI[ = 1, 
(5.23) 1 - p = /PI<. aI2 + 0 (1<1” + (py; 
(5.24) 1 - p = ; [ ICI2 + (k - l)[<. 1ij2] - E + 0 (I<[” + l.q2); 
again 
<=x-w> s=t+2kIm~~ti+k(k-1)lm(~~~U)2. 
Proof. - Again we note that (z, t) --f (10; 0) implies JI + 1 and A --+ 1. Now jw ( = 1 
implies 1,~)~ = 1 + 2ReC . w + IC12, so 
(5.25) (z12’ - 1 = k(2Re(.~) + k1<12 +2k(k- l)(Re<.~a)~ +O((#). 
Therefore, we obtain 
(5.26) l-/XL 4 [4)A)’ - 4)212” ] = a [( Jzj2’ + 1)2 - 41~1~” + t”] 
=:[(I.z~~~ -1)2+{s-221m~~ti-k(k-l)Im(~~~U)2}2] 
= ~[(2kRe<~ti)2+(2kIm~~ti)2]+I)(s2+ IsI/</). 
which implies (5.23). Next, 
(5.27) l-y%; ~ (1 - p”) = ; (1 - U) = & [A - (2 . $1 
“N $2A-2( z . w)“] = & [ \zp + 1 - 2 (1 + < . w)‘i - it] 
= & [ I,p - 1 - 2 ((1 + (‘. w)” - 1) - it]. 
We use (5.25 again, expand (1 + < . a)‘, and separate the real and imaginary parts to 
obtain (5.24). Cl 
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5.28. COROLLARY. - The approximation (5.18) is valid with 
(5.29) u1 (u) = 5 [ullk + (1 - c$‘~]; 
uz (0) = 
k-1 
2 ’ 
%J+ ___ d” + (1 - c+‘] - k2 ap 
p=l 
k-l 
= -+” l/k + (1 - u)“‘] - k 
(1 - Cr)llk - u - ullk (1 - CT) 
2a-1 I 
; 
b(u) = & [cAk - (1 - a)ll’“]. 
In particular, al is positive and a2 is nonnegative on [0, 11, a2 (l/2) = 0 and b vanishes 
only at o = l/2. The constants in (5.21) are: 
(5.30) 
{ 
a = al (l/2) = 2-ilk, 
b = b/(1/2) = q, 
c = &/a) = %T!$k . y(n+%‘k. 
Proof. - The fact that a2 is nonnegative is the second part of the inequality (4.8). 
Each of the remaining assertions follows readily from Lemma 5.22 and the preceding 
discussion. q 
In view of (5.30) we may factor 2- (n+2)‘k from the denominator of (5.21) and cancel 
with the corresponding term in the numerator, so that (5.21) becomes 
(5.31) 
-4(n+l)n lim ’ 
J c.i 
du 
k3 11-O c”xR ,~,<? (R - g4"+2 
where we have set 
(5.32) R = ]<I2 +1, 
The integral in braces is 
(&S .2Im {(R - iqS)-“-I} 
and the integral of this function with respect to s = k2 S/2 is 
(5.33) 
k2 
-1m p.v. I J 1 dt 1 k2r n + 1 w (R-ir@+l t = (n+l)R”+l’ 
Therefore (5.31) is: 
471-n 
(5.34) - - 
k J dm (0 47rno2n-l O” cn (ICI” + l)“+l = - k J r2n dr 0 (1 +G)n+l T 
27rn~72~-1 4rrna2n-1 = k J ol: (1 +";)n+l f = k B(n, I>, 
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where gZnPl = Zn’“/I (n) is the volume of the (27~ - 1)-sphere. Since D (n. 1) = l/r/,, 
we obtain (5.8). 
5.35. Remark. - According to Lemma 4.2, 
(5.36) (1 - Rep + 1~“~ - (1 - cr)likl /Imp/)-” 
majorizes G, and G, uniformly as E -+ 0. By Lemma 5.22 the locally integrable function 
.1 
h(C: s) = J 
da 
0 (ICI” + b - $1 IW 
majorizes (5.36). This allows us to conclude that G, converges to G in L:,, as E + 0. 
6. Residues, partial inverses, projections, and the Cauchy-Szegii kernel 
Let GA denote the operator with kernel Kx, so that 
(6.1) GxA,=I=A,Gx> (ktx - 1) (n + k - 1) # 2 Z,. 
Given an exceptional point X0, 
A, = Ax, + (X - b) T, 
(6.2) 
T = 2 [gj, Zj] = 2i k (n + k - l)l~l’~-~;; 
j=l 
GA = (A - X0)-’ Go (X0) + Gl (A,,) + (X - A,) G2 (A,) +. . . 
It follows that A,, Go (Xc) = 0. By the usual argument as in [2], Q 10 the operators 
(6.3) AA, G (X0), Go (Xo) T 
are projections onto the range of A,, and onto the null space of A,,, respectively. Thus 
Gr (X0) is a partial inverse for A,, . 
We are particularly interested in the case X0 = -1, for which 
so the null space consists of boundary values on the manifold M = C” x R of functions 
holomorphic in the weakly pseudo-convex domain 
(6.5) (2 = z E cl”+’ 
i 
: Im(z,+l) > 2 (I,,,,,> 
j=l 
We want to use our results to compute the Cauchy-Szego kernel, the kernel of the orthogonal 
projection S of L2 (M) onto the nullspace of A-r . (This was computed in a more general 
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setting in [9], by a procedure of [4], [12] that does not involve the fundamental solution). 
The projection S can be characterized by the conditions 
(6.6) s = s*> SGo (-1) = Go (-l), A-, S = 0. 
It is easy to guess the general form of the kernel of S invariance properties it should be 
a function of A*, p+ and p that is homogeneous of degree -2 n - 2 k with respect to the 
non-isotopic dilations. Moreover, when w # 0 the operator is step two, so the singularity 
at (z, t) = (w, a) when w # 0 should be on the order of 11 -pi-+’ (see Lemma 5.22). 
The third condition in (6.6) is guaranteed if the kernel is a function of A = A+ and p = p+ 
only. Thus we may expect the kernel to be a multiple of 
1 
A(“+“)/” (1 - p)“+l ’ 
Finally the self-adjointness condition in (6.6) is satisfied if the multiple is real. 
6.7. THEOREM. - The Cauchy-Szegii kernel for the domain (6.5) is 
(6.8) 
n! 1 
4 p+l A(“+“)/” (1 - p)“+l 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 6.7. In view of the remarks 
above it suffices to verify the second of the three conditions in (6.6). The analytic 
continuation argument in the proof of Theorem 4.11 shows that the kernel of Go (-l), 
which is the residue at X = - 1 of Kx, is a scalar multiple of 
(6.9) 
1 1 
A(n+“-I)/” (1 - p),, ’ P= 
n+k-1 
AP (1 -p)” = k . 
We want to compose the operators with kernels (6.8) and (6.9) and show that the result is 
the operator with kernel (6.9). As in [2] we do this by expanding (1 -p)-” and (1 -p)-“-’ 
as power series in p = (2 . W) A-l/” and composing the operators that occurs as terms in 
the series. These terms have kernels that are multiples of 
(6.10) 
(2. ti)m (2.21,)“’ 
AP+(m+l)/k ) AbY-ml/k ’ 
6.11. LEMMA. - The composition of the operators with kernels (6.10) is Zero unless 
m’ = m. If m’ = m the composition is the operator with kernel 
(6.12) 4rr (b Cm>> 
w+y)r(p+~) (2. W)” I, (A)> 
whereb(m)=(p+(m+l)/k)+(p+m/lc)-l=(2n+2m+k-l)/k:and 
(6.13) A,, (A) = .I 
Iti. tij12mdm (u) 
cn (1~1~” + A)6 cm) ’ 
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Proof. - Fix (z, t) and (w. s) and assume 111 # 0. Once again we may take advantage 
of the dilations (5.3) and assume that /UI/ = 1. Given II, E 07” set 
(6.14) 
then 
2 = (z . W) ?U + 11. I/ . rli = 0. 
u = (u . ti) w + (’ 71 + 7)‘. I/’ l i = I/’ 13 = 0, ~Ivl* = I/, . I/: 
(6.15) (2 . a)m (u ,),,I’ = ((z . ti) (a w) + <lV12)“” (u,. tiy’. 
The kernel of the composed operator is 
(6.16) 
/ 
(Z . ,y (7L. ,y 
. C,,xR A (z t; u, T-) D+(m+l)/k A (u% 7’; TuI, ,#?+d/k. 
dm (7~) dr. 
The denominator here is a function of 1~1 and T, and C in (6.15) is a multiple of II, . I/. 
Expanding the first factor in the numerator and taking polar coordinates in the w plane 
and in the v plane (if v # 0) we find that the integral (6.16) vanishes unless m = rr~‘; 
according to (6.14), ‘w and U/I / v can be chosen as orthonormal coordinates, assuming 
11 # 0. Moreover, when m = m’ the only term that contributes from the first factor in 
the numerator is (z . ti)“‘. 
Suppose now that m = m’. The integration with respect to T in (6.16) can be 
accomplished as in [2], 0 10: 
(6.17) I’ 
2h (m)+l dr @(m)+l 
. ~ (B - i (t - T))B+(m+wk (B’ - i (r. - ,y))P++ = (p + yq r (/j + 7) 
X 
(t-s) IL <!-i (11-v) (T-S) ?-BTL-B:, . 7Lafy ,j+nl du dv 1, - - dr 
‘U 7’ 
2 T 2b(rn)+l *cc 
= r(p+T)r(p+y) .I 
,i (t-s) 11 &B+B’) (I Ub (m) & 
() IL 
2 7r lT (b (m)) 2b(m)+1 1 
= I‘@ + zL$q r (p + F) [I3 + 23’ - % (t - s)pn) 
We apply this with B = 1~1~~ + (u]*~, B’ = (~1’~ + Iw~*~, SO 
(6.18) B + B’ - i(t - s) = 2/t~[~" + (1~1”” + 1~1~~ i(t - s)) = 2114~" + 2A, 
and we obtain (6.12) from (6.16)-(6.18). 0 
Note that a change of variables gives 
(6.19) 
’ 
I, = 
/ 
(u1(2mdm (u) 
C” (14 *k + l)W4 
Thus the composition of the two operators in Lemma 6.11 is a multiple of the operator 
that has kernel (z . 13)~ A-fipmik. and it remains to evaluate I,. 
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6.20. LEMMA. - The integral I, in (6.19) is 
(6.21) 
I = 7rYL(m+1)B m+n 
m 
kl?(m+n) ( k 
Proof - For r~ = 1 we use polar coordinates and 
to obtain 
(6.22) I,, = 2 7r r T2r1L+2 o (r2k + l)b(“) 
p+; . 
> 
change (but rename) the variable 
dr - 
7” 
2n m 
.I 
r(7n+l)lk dr 
=- 
2k 0 (r + l)b(“) 7 
Since 
(6.23) b 
equation (6.22) implies (6.21 
(m) - (m + rr)/k = p + m/k, 
) for 7r, = 1. 
Suppose now that n > 1. The computation is similar; again we change variables several 
times and rename the variables each time. Let ~2~-3 = 2 7r”-l/r (r~ - 1) denote the 
volume of the 2 n - 3 sphere. Then 
(6.24) 
7,2Tn+2 ,52n-2 dr ds -- 
[(r” + S2)k + l]b(““) T s 
fn+1 p-1 dr ds 
[(r + s)k + l]b(““) T s 
r fl2n-3 
‘cc 33 
.I I’ 
(TS) 
rnfl g-1 dr ds 
=--- -- 
2 0.0 [Sk (7. + l)k + 1]b(m) r s 
r7”+l [(I + r)-1s]m+7L d7. ds -- 
This yields (6.21) for ‘II > 1. 0 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 6.7. According to Lemma 6.11, equation 
(6.19) and Lemma 6.20, the composition of the operators with kernels 
(6.25) 
1 1 p”” 
A(“+k)/” (1 - p)“+l = Afl+l/k (1 - p)“+l ’ 2’ 
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is the operator with kernel c,,, p”’ .4 - ‘, where r:,,, can be evaluated. To complete the proof 
of Theorem 6.7 we need to show that r,,) is independent of 7~ and is the reciprocal of 
the constant in (6.8). 
In fact c,,, is the product of four terms: of the coefficient of 
in the expansion of the first kernel in (6.25) and of the explicit constants that occur in 
(6.12) and (6.21). Thus c,,, is 
(n + m) ! 4 T r (h (m)) 7r”r(m+ 1) L3 
n!m! r(p+ V)r(p+ y) kr(m+n) 
“+I (n+m) r(y) 47r _ 
k: n ! r (p + y,. 
Now (m + r~)/k + 1 = /I + (m + 1)/k. so the last factor is k:/(v), + 7~) and 
4 +1+1 
c,,, = ~. 
r1, ! 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.7. 0 
7. Regularity theory 
The real-analyticity of the kernel Kx has as an immediate consequence the following. 
7.1. THEOREM. - The operator fI, is hypoelliptic and analytic-hypoelliptic except at the 
poles (1.15). 
Further regularity properties can be derived from the basic mapping properties of the 
fundamental solution GA and these are obtained exactly as in the case IL = 1; see $ 9 
of [2]. In fact the quasi-metric 
(7.2) d(z, t; PU, s) = IA (23 f: ‘vi. s)[‘+“‘~ 11 - p(z, t; W, A)]“+’ 
induces on C” x R the structure of a space of homogeneous type. (In the case n = 1, 
the function d above is equivalent to the function d in [2], (9.9); this equivalence is 
demonstrated below.) The operators Zj Zk GA, Zj Zk GA and so on are Calderon-Zygmund 
operators with respect to this structure. The Coifman-David-Journe T (1) theorem (133, 
Chapter VI, Theorem 13) applies and gives the following. 
7.3. THEOREM. - (a) The operator Gx maps L; to LE,(., 1 5 p 5 CC. 
(b) The operators Z,i GA, Zj GA map Lj-’ to LfO,, 1 5 p 5 scj. 
(c) The operators Z,T Zk GA, Z,i Zk GA, Zj 26. GA and Zj .Z,+ Gxmap L” to L”, 
1< p < m. 
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The proof of Theorem 7.3 follows very closely the lines of the proof of the same result 
when 12 = 1, given in section 9 of [2]. We indicate here only the derivation of basic 
estimates corresponding to the estimates in Proposition 9.4 of [2]. 
7.4. PROPOSITION. - The kernel Kx satisJe,s the estimates: 
(7.5) jKxl 5 CxJAI-” (1 -pi-“: 
(7.6) [Zj Kx( + 12,; Kx( 5 CXIAI-‘-~‘~” 11 -P]-~-~‘~. 
(7.7) IZj 21, Kxl + IZj Z, 2x1 + 1Z.l Zk, Kxl + lZj Z, K,J 5 CJ,(AI-“-“” 11 -PI-“-’ 
as before, ,8 = (n $ k - 1)/k. 
Proofi - Assume that ]Re XI < 1, so that FX is given by the integral (4.13). The argument 
is easily modified to extend to other values using the extension given in Theorem 4.11. 
Let Q = (1 - s)/2, -1 < s 5 1. It follows from the estimate (4.3) that the portion of the 
integral (4.13) where s @ [-E, &] contributes 0 (I1 - PI-‘“) to F,; here E > 0 is a small 
constant to be chosen. We shall obtain a corresponding estimate for the remaining portion 
of the integral by using holomorpohy with respect to s to enable us to move the contour 
from the interval --E 5 s 5 E so as to avoid the origin; it suffices to assume that p - 1. 
Note that 4 cr (1 - C) = 1 - s*, so l-40(1-~)~~=0(1-~++s*) and 
‘P$(Jl-40(1-a)p) =21-1~‘;[1+O(l-/,+.s*)], 
(7.8) ml/k + (1 - (7)1/k = ‘p--l/k [l + 0 (s2)], 
&lk - (1 _ ,)1/k = - y [l + 0 (s”)]. 
Therefore (4.3) implies 
(7.9) cp+ - CJ ilk ?, _ (1 _ a)ll”p = 21-U’” (1 - Rep+isImp/k) (1+ 0 (1 - p) + s*)). 
We choose E small and replace integration over the interval --E 5 s _< e by integration 
over the semicircle IsI = E in the half-plane Im s . Imp 5 0 to obtain the estimate 
(7.10) IFA (P, ;n? P)l I CAlI - Pl-rJ . 
This estimate implies (7.5). Estimates (7.6) and (7.7) follow from the argument just given, 
together with the arguments in [2] for the estimates [2], (9.11) and [2], (9.12). The (current!) 
function p does not appear in [2], but the identities (A.lO) and (A.13) in the Appendix 
to this paper imply the basic estimate 
(7.11) IZj p( + IZj ~1 5 CIAI-1’2”J1-I, 5 CIAJpl’*” 11 - p)l’*. 
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To complete the comparison with the argument in [2], we note that the functions 
.q& = ‘Xdl-~:) of [2] are not needed in the present setting, while the function 
/, of [2], (9.2) is equivalent to liZ/1/2k. 
We want to show that the quasimetric (7.2) is equivalent to quasimetric [2], (9.9) when 
n = 1. Note first that h of [2], (9.2) is equivalent to 
(7.12) hl = jA/2”-2 jz - ~1’ + It - s + 21m (2 . %li)k’J 
Note again that 
(7.13) 1 - p - 1 - Pk = 1 - 71, = I, [iz - (2 IQ]. 
When the assumption [tij] = 1 is dropped, the computation (5.27) leads to the estimates 
Re [A - (2 . ,a)‘] > IC~W(~“-~ /z - TO/* : 
(7.14) 
while 
(7.15) Im [A - (2 . w)“] = -2 Im (z ‘18) - (t - s). 
It follows from (7.13)-(7.15) that 11 - yl N hIllAl. Therefore (7.2) is equivalent to 
IAI- 7L+n/kh;L+1, and when n = 1 this is equivalent to n of [2], (9.9). 
APPENDIX 
Derivation of the identity (3.11) 
For convenience we omit the subscript X on @ and F. To begin, note that 
61) ~-‘~,(BE.)=_\*F+ZC(~~~F+~%.,F) ++$F. 
.j=l 
Let f(y) = yk. It will be convenient here to abuse notation and write: 
(A.2) f - f (Id*>: 
Note, then, the identities 
.f’ = .f’ (I4”h f” z f” (IZI”). 
(A.3) f’r 2 = L;f; f” 5 z = (k: - 1) f’. 
We recall A*: 
b4.4) A+ = A = ; [IzI”” + (w/~~ - 1, (i’ - s)]. A- = A. 
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I Zj A+ = f’~j, Zj A- = 0, Z, A+ = 0. Zj A- = f’zj. 
consequently 
(A.6) 
_ (1 - A)& cn + Ic - l) f’ 1 i@ A- ’ 
Note that (3.5) implies 
(A.71 (1+X)a+= n+2;-la+LY-=(I-X)il-, 
so we obtain 
(‘4.8) (A+ + A-)] @ 
In particular, as we knew already, A, @ = 0 when w = Cl. 
Next, let 
Zj F = (Z, u+) Fu+ + (Zjp) F,,: zj F = (zj L) F,,- + (z,p)F,, 
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and so 
Now we have: 
(A.lO) 
Combining (1.4), (A. I), (A.9) and (A. lo), we see that the coefficient of I?,,,,,, 
Cp-l A, (a F) is 
(A.11) 2 2 ?+Zju+ = 
j=l 
& [f’ (2 . w) f’ (2. w)jwl” + (f’)2~.z~2u+ u- 
- f’ (z . w) z . w f’ u- - f’ (2 *w) z . ‘W f’ *u+] 
= & [f’(x. ti)f’(Z’ w)lw12 +kf’fu+u- 
- k f’ .f (2 . ti) u- - k f’f (2. w) u+J 
= & [f’ (z . ti) f’ (z s w)lw12 + k f’u+ u- (f - A+ - A-)] 
= 2~f(142)f’ 
A+ A- 
l-l’keu+u- 1 
This confirms the claim in (3.11) about the coefficient of Fu+ u_ 
The coefficient of Fpu+ in Cp-’ A, (a F) is 
(A.12) E (I- g-) [f’( z.w)z.w-f’u+IZ(2] 
,j=l + 
in 
= 2k.f’P.f (z.*a) 
A+f (I-:) (l-2) 
= 2 k f’ f (Iwl”) u+ 
A+A- (l-&)(l-&)’ 
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Now 
(A.13) 
(+)(I-&) = (l+&(f-A+-A-)) = (l- f;$“) 
=1-p. 
Taken together, (A.12) and (A.13) confirm the claim in (3.11) about the coefficient of 
F ,‘“+. A similar calculation confirms the coefficient of Fpu_. 
The coefficient of F,,, in V1 A, (a F) is 
(A.14) 2 w2 P2H2 
j=l f2 (l-&)(l-k) 
= 2 y’ p2 (1 _ p) = 2 “;i’l’yl’) p (1 - p); 
this confirms the claim in (3.11) about the coefficient of Fpp, 
The coefficient of Fu+ in V1 A, (GF) is 
(A.15) 
Now let 
(A.16) 
(1+X) 2 zjzju++2 2 $S,U+. 
j=l j=l 
zj 2-j u+ = - u+ (f’ + f” xj Zj) 
A+ 
> 
so 
(A.17) 
This identity and (A.7) imply 
(A.18) (1+ 4 
Also (A.3) and (A.lO) yield 
(A.19) 
n zja 
2 c T Zj U+ = 
j=l 
= 
n 
c 
j=l 
&ziu+ zx -2y-;eu+ A-. 
+ 
n 2cLf’U+ c f’(Z.ti)ZjWj f’ zj zj - -~ 
j=l 
AL f(=4 A+ 1 
2cL f’U+ - = -2k=f’u+ 
A- A, A- CA+ - f)’ 
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Identities (A. 18), (A.19) imply that the coefficient of P,,, is 
(A.20) - 
This confirms the claim in (3.11) about the coefficient of &+. A similar calculation 
confirms the coefficient of F,,_ . 
The coefficient of Fp in G-l a,~ (QF) is 
71 
(A.21) (1+i)C/7,2,p+(l-h)~Z~/71p+2~(~Ziii+~~jP) 
j=l j=l .j=l 
Now 
(A.22) f(W) zj qi p = A . 
+ 
therefore 
(A.23) 2 zj Zj p 
.j=l 
The sum c Zj 2, p satisfies a similar identity. Taking into account (A.7), one sees that 
(A.24) (1 + X) 2 Zj 2, p + (1 - X) C 2, Zj p 
j=l j=l 
= 2 kf’ f WI”) 
A+A- [a- (l-6) +a+ (I 
+ 2 kf’ ff (I4”) f - A+ - A- 
A+ A- A+ A- > 
= ~wf(1742) 
A+A- [a-(l-&)+n+(l 
f 
A- >I 
f 
-)I 
_ 2 kf’ s (bl”) 
A- A+A- ” 
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Now 
(A.25) 
.f=l 
=- 2~~+f’f(142) f 
A+A- A+ 
The sum 2 c (zj (D/(a) 2, p satisfies a similar identity. From these identities and (A.21) 
it follows that the coefficient of F/, is 
(A.26) A+A- [(a++(L-)(1-&) (I-&-) --PI 
A+ A- b+ + a-) (l - P) - PI. 
Since Q+ f Q- = 8, (A.26) confirms the claim in (3.11) about the coefficient of Fp. 
Finally, the coefficient of F in <p-l A, (a F) is A, Q/G, which was computed in (A.@. 
This completes the verification of (3.11). q . 
A list of the variables used in this article follows; the numbers correspond to their 
first appearance. 
(1.5) 
(1.5) 
(1.5) 
(3.9) 
(3.12) 
(3.20) 
A = A (z, t; w, s) = ; [ 1~1~~ + (~1~~ - i (t - s)], 
25 . ti 7L 
p = p (z, t; w. s) = - - Al/” i z . ?3 = c zj IUj . 
I=1 
Izl2k )2k 
p = p(z, t; w, s) = ____ 
IAl2 ’ 
n=l * P = (P+P-1”. 
A+ = A, A- = A; P+ = P, p- = p. 
lL+ = p; - ifpk, u- = p’“_ 
(2. w)k 
+ =--x7 
u+ IL- 
,(,I= - 
( > 
lfk _ 12. a)2 
P (2(2 (71112 ’
11=1 =+ Ii = 1. 
v* = u = II+ v-. 
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